Aboriginal Australians
— Folklore
  UF Folklore, Aboriginal Australian

Abraham Lincoln Brigade
— Folklore
  UF Lincoln Brigade
  Spain, Ejército Popular de la República. 15th International Brigade
  Spain, Ejército Popular de la República. Abraham Lincoln Brigade
  Spain, Ejército Popular de la República. Brigada Internacional, XV

Academic rites and ceremonies
USE Graduation (School)

Accidents
— Prevention
USE Safety

Accipitriformes
USE Hawk family (Birds)

Actors
USE Actors and actresses

Actors and actresses
UF Actors
  Addresses
  Male actors
  Motion picture actors and actresses
  Movie stars
  Television actors and actresses
BT Motion pictures—Biography

Adaptation
USE Adaptation

Adventures and adventurers
— Fiction
USE Adventure stories

Adventure stories
USE Adventure and adventurers—Fiction

Afro-Americans
— Folklore
  UF Folklore, African American Folklore, Negro

Agelastidae
USE Funnel-web spiders

Agnostodion piscivorus
USE Water moccasin

Akashi Kaikyō Bridge (Kōbe-shi, Japan)
UF Akashi Kaikyo Bridge (Kobe-shi, Japan)

Akashi Kaikyō Ohashi (Kōbe-shi, Japan)
UF Akashi Kaikyō Bridge (Kobe-shi, Japan)

Alabama
— Social life and customs
— 1865-1918

Alaska
— Discovery and exploration
USE Bering’s Expedition (1st: 1725-1730)

Alcohol
UF Alcohol and youth

Alcohol and youth
USE Alcohol

Alcoholism

Alcoholics
UF Alcohol and youth

Alien beings
USE Extraterrestrial beings

Aolotidae
USE Thresher sharks

Alphabet
UF Alphabet books

Alphabet books
USE Alphabet

Altaic (Turkic people)
— Folklore
UF Folklore, Altaic

Amaryllis (Hippeastrum)
UF Hippeastrum

American chameleon
USE Anoles

American [Danish, English, etc.] poetry
Here are entered single poems or collections of poetry by individual American [Danish, English, etc.] authors. Collections of poetry by several authors of the same nationality are entered under American [Danish, English, etc.]—poetry—Collections.

— Collections
American drama (Comedy)
USE Humorous plays

American wit and humor
USE Wit and humor

Amusements

Anastasia, Grand Duchess, daughter of Nicholas II, Emperor of Russia, 1901-1918
UF Anastasia, Grand Duchess, daughter of Nicholas II, Emperor of Russia, 1901-1918

Anastasiia”a” Nikolaevna, Grand Duchess, daughter of Nicholas II, Emperor of Russia, 1901-1918
USE Anastasia, Grand Duchess, daughter of Nicholas II, Emperor of Russia, 1901-1918

Androids
USE Robots

Angel fish
USE Angelfish

Angelfish
UF Angel fish

Animal behavior
USE Animals—Habits and behavior

Animal distribution
UF Biogeography
Geographical distribution of animals and plants

Animal sounds
UF Sound production by animals

Animal welfare
USE Animals—Treatment

Animals
— Air transportation
— Courtship
— Grooming behavior
USE Grooming behavior in animals
— Habits and behavior
— Migration
— Play behavior
— Sleep behavior
— Training
— Treatment

Animals, Fossil
USE Prehistoric animals

Animals, Imaginary
USE Imaginary creatures

Animals, Mythical
Here are entered works on creatures found in myths and legends, such as the unicorn, griffin, and phoenix. Works on imaginary animals and other fanciful creatures that do not exist are entered under Imaginary creatures.

Animals, Prehistoric
RT Imaginary creatures

Animals, Prehistoric
USE Prehistoric animals

Animated films
RT Animation (Cinematography)

Animation (Cinematography)
RT Animated films

Annelids
USE Annelids

Annelids
USE Annelida

Anoles
UF American chameleon

Anolis carolinensis
Chameleon, American

RT Chameleons

Anolis carolinensis
USE Anoles

Antarctica
Antoninus, Marcus, 837 B.C.-30 B.C.
USE Antony, Mark, 83 B.C.-730 B.C.

Antony, Mark, 83 B.C.-730 B.C.
USE Antoninus, Marcus, 837 B.C.-30 B.C.

Arabic language
— Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Arabic containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Arabic intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Arabic language materials.

Arabic language materials
Here are entered works written in Arabic intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in another language are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Arabic language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Arabic containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Arab language—Readers.

— Bilingual

Argüello, Concha, -1857 (Not Subd Geog)
UF Argüello y Morago, María de la Concepción Marcela, - 1857

Argüello y Morago, María de la Concepción Marcela, - 1857
USE Argüello, Concha, -1857

Art metalwork
Artemisia
UF Seamankeys

arthropoda
USE Arthropods

Arthropods
USE Arthropods

Artists
USE Painters

Artwork
USE Portrait painters

Asantí (African people)
— Folklore

Atlantic ridley turtle
UF Kemp’s loggerhead turtle

Kemp’s turtle
USE Lepidochelys kempii

Automata
Here are entered works on robots which do not take human form.

RT Robots

Aviation
USE Greed

Ave Maria
USE Hall Mary

Babies
UF Infants

Infants (Newborn)
RT Brothers and sisters

Balki-Amur Railroad
UF Balki-Amur railroad

Balki-Amurskai︠a︡ magistralʹ
USE Baski-Amur Railroad

Bakery
USE Bakers and bakers

Bakers
USE Bakers and bakers

Bakers and bakers
USE Bakers

Banded penguins
UF Spheniscidae

Bandicoots
UF Peramelidae

Bantu speaking peoples
— Folklore
UF Folklore, Bantu

Baseball
— Fiction
UF Baseball stories

BT Sports—Fiction
Yiddish language materials
Here are entered works written in Yiddish intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in another language are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Yiddish language materials--Bilingual. Reading texts in Yiddish containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Yiddish language--Readers.

— Bilingual

Yoruba (African people)
— Folklore
  UF Folklore, Yoruba

Youth movements
— Germany
  NT Hitler Youth

Youths' writings
  UF High school students' writings
  Teenagers' writings

Zoogeography
USE Animal distribution

Zulu (African people)
— Folklore
  UF Folklore, Zulu

Zulu language
— Readers
  Here are entered reading texts in Zulu containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Zulu intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Zulu language materials.

Zulu language materials
Here are entered works written in Zulu intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in another language are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Zulu language materials--Bilingual. Reading texts in Zulu containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Zulu language--Readers.

— Bilingual